
 

 

 

    FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Memento Mori: An Evening with the Spirits at Homer Watson House & Gallery 

Monday, May 30 | 7 - 9 pm or 9:30 - 11:30 pm 

April 25, 2022, Kitchener, ON: Join us on the anniversary of Homer Watson’s death on May 30 

for a unique evening and paranormal investigation at Homer Watson House & Gallery.   

Your experience will begin with a signature Death Day cocktail, tour and conversation about 

Homer Watson’s interest and connection to spiritualism. Following this, you will receive a 

briefing from our paranormal experts before the lights are extinguished and the investigation 

begins. In near total darkness you will be escorted around the Gallery including the cellar, 

staircase, Homer’s studio, and galleries. Using professional ghost hunting equipment including 

EMF meters, infrared thermal scanners, EVP sound recorders and motion detectors, who knows 

what you might encounter? At the end of the investigation, you will review and discuss any 

unexplained activity in the Control Centre.   



Reports of activity in and around the home include full body apparitions, voices, and footsteps. 

Some feel ghostly presences in the rooms of the house. All we know is this: these investigations 

are not for the faint-hearted. In addition, over the course of the evening you will have the 

opportunity to participate in a séance with our paranormal experts.   

You will receive a complimentary Death Day cocktail upon arrival.  

 Click here to purchase tickets. 

 

Image of the staircase at HWHG during a previous paranormal investigation with an alleged figure at the top of the 

stairs. 

 

About Homer Watson House & Gallery: 

Homer Watson House & Gallery is the homestead of Homer Watson, Canada's first 

internationally recognized landscape artist (1855-1936). In 1980, the house and surrounding 

three-acre property were designated under the Ontario Heritage Act as being of architectural 

and historic significance. HWHG is dedicated to preserving and celebrating the legacy of Homer 

Watson's creative spirit by stimulating the appreciation, enjoyment, and practice of the visual 

arts. 

Homer Watson House & Gallery is wheelchair accessible.  

GALLERY HOURS: 

https://www.homerwatson.on.ca/upcoming-events/memento-mori/


Tuesday to Sunday: 10 am – 4 pm 

For more information please contact: 

 

Marketing and Development Officer 

Homer Watson House & Gallery 

519-748-4377 

marketing@homerwatson.on.ca  

www.homerwatson.on.ca  
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